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HCPS Science Standards Addressed: 1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 & 2.3 
----------------
Grade Level: 6-8 
Project Time Span: 2-3 days (includes 1 field trip) 
To the Teacher: 
Water is intimately connected with Hawaiian culture. Traditional land 
management techniques in the ahupua 'a system are designed to maintain water 
quality. For example, 10 'j are often located so that water naturally flows through 
the kalo patch. This helps to slow the flow of water, allowing sediments to settle 
out. Lo'i are just one way that Hawaiians manage the land to mitigate soil erosion 
and nutrient runoff. With increasing development and conversion of traditional 
land-uses to large-scale housing, shopping centers, and parking lots, water 
quality has diminished. When land is paved with non permeable surfaces, water 
is not able to seep back into the water table. Instead, when it rains in the 
mountains, run-off reaches these impermeable surfaces, bringing petroleum, 
fertilizers, and other waste products directly into our streams and oceans. This 
lesson is designed to help students recognize how land management, riparian 
vegetation and stream substrate affect water quality. Water testing should be 
done in areas that are easily accessible and familiar to students. 

Note: Bold-face terms are defined in the glossary (Appendix 1). 
Goals of the Lesson: 

• To recognize differences in land use and how this affects water quality 
• To become familiar with local streams (where streams begin, end and 

where they flow through) 
• To understand water quality testing techniques 
• To relate the water test kit results to the quality of stream habitat observed 

Student Learning Objectives (Benchmarks): 
This lesson addresses Grade 6- 8 benchmarks for HCPS Science Standards: 
1.1 Doing Scientific Inquiry. Students demonstrate the skills necessary to 
engage in scientific inquiry. 

• Develop questions and hypotheses that can be answered through 
scientific investigations. 

• Design and conduct scientific investigations to answer questions or to test 
hypotheses. 
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• Collect, organize, analyze and display datalinformation, using tools, 
equipment, and techniques that will help in data collection, analysis and 
interpretation. 

• Develop conclusions and explanations showing the relationship between 
evidence and results drawn. 

• Communicate and defend scientific procedure used and conclusion and 
explanation drawn from evidence. 

1.3 Using Unifying Concepts and Themes. Students use concepts and themes 
such as system, change, scale to help them understand and explain the natural 
world. 

• Identify patterns of change and the implications on a system. 

1.4 Doing Safety. Students demonstrate the importance of safety by applying 
safety skills in all activities. 

• Apply school, classroom, laboratory, and field trip rules, as appropriate, to 
maintain a safe learning environment. 

• Identify potentially unsafe conditions prior to the activity and explain how 
accidents can be prevented. 

• Use supplies, chemicals, and equipment as instructed and for the 
purposes they were intended under teacher supervision. 

• Document and apply appropriate safety protocols when conducting 
scientific activities in and out of the classroom. 

1.5 Relating the Nature of Technology to Science. Students use the problem
solving process to address current issues involving human adaptation in the 
environment. 

• Identify and elaborate on a problem or issue. 
• Collect and analyze information to identify alternative solutions. 

2.3 Malama I Ka 'Aina: Sustainability. Students make decisions needed to 
sustain life on Earth now and for future generations by considering the limited 
resources and fragile environmental conditions. 

• Explain how methods for obtaining and using resources such as water, 
minerals and fossil fuel have consequences on the environment. 

Resources and Materials: 
Books 

• Abbott, I. A. , 1984, Limu: An Ethnobotanical Study of Some Hawaiian 
Seaweeds: Lawai, National Tropical Botanical Garden, 35 p. 

• Merlin, M., 1999, Hawaiian Coastal Plants: Honolulu, Pacific Guide Books, 
72 p. 

• Pukui, M.K. (ed.), 1983, 'Olelo No'eau: Hawaiian Proverbs and Poetical 
Sayings: Honolulu, Bishop Museum Press. 

• Yamamoto, M.N., and Tagawa, A.W., 2000, Hawai'i's Native & Exotic 
Freshwater Animals: Honolulu, Mutual Publishing, 200 p. 
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Websites 
• USGS Pacific Islands Water Science Center http://hLwater.usgs.gov 
• National Park Service information on selected Hawai'i rivers and streams 

.//www n I 
• Environmental Protection Agency's list of impaired waters in Hawai'i 

:1 Ii & ........... 
• Hawai'i Dept. of Business, Economic Development & Tourism (DBEPT) 

http://www3.hawaii.gov/dbedtlimages/User Fileslmages/latestdata/Sustai 
nable Tourism/il-honoluluappendix a832.pdf 

Additional Resources (references for Appendix 1) 
• Merriam-Webster, A., 1990, Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary: 

Springfield, Merriam-Webster Inc. 
• Pukui, M.K., and Elbert, S.H., 1986, Hawaiian Dictionary: Honolulu, 

University of Hawai'i Press, 600 p. 
• Ziegler, A., 2002, Hawaiian Natural History, Ecology, and Evolution: 

Honolulu, University of Hawai'i Press, 477 p. 
• Answers.com http://www.answers.com/topic/biochemical-oxygen-demand 
• US Department of Energy Office of Science 

doegenomestolife.org/glossary/glossary b.html 
• Water Quality Lecture PDF 

http://www.des.ucdavis.edu/faculty/lubelllTeachinglVVaterPolicy/Lecture3 
WaterQuality.pdf 

• WordWeb Online http://www.wordwebonline.com/en/SOILEROSION 
• Water Definitions website http://www.co.ha.md.us/dpw/ws/definitions.html 

Materials 
• LaMotte Low Cost Water Monitoring Kit (Code 5886), available from 

Carolina Biological Supply (http://www.carolina.com) 
• Map of your ahupua 'a, available from the Department of Land and Natural 

Resources and the Board of Water Supply; also check out 
http://www3.hawaii.gov/dbedtlirnages/User Fileslmages/latestdata/Sustai 
nable T ou rism/il-honoluluappendix a832. pdf 

• Appendix 1: Glossary 
• Appendix 2: Water Testing Data Sheet 
• Appendix 3: "O/e/o no "eau (selected Hawaiian proverbs) 
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Instructional Proceduresl Student Learning Activities: 
Day 1 - Classroom Experience 

1. This lesson should begin in the classroom by reading a story that 
highlights the importance of water in Hawaiian culture appropriate to your 
area. Pukui (1983) is a good starting source; see Appendix 3 for selected 
proverbs. Local stories can be found by talking with kupuna in the 
community. 

2. Using a map of your ahupua 'a, locate the stream to be tested. Choose a 
stream that the students are very familiar with and can access easily on 
their own. 

3. Break the class into groups (one for each testing site) and give each group 
a copy of the map. Have the students highlight the transect area. Plan to 
test at least three sites along the stream, one near the top of the 
ahupua 'a, one site in the valley, and one closer to the sea. Determine 
which groups will test at each site. Even though the entire class will visit 
each site together, having smaller groups allows each student to 
participate in the testing procedures. 

4. Become familiar with the test kit. Allow each group to read the test kit 
instructions and determine how they will obtain water samples and record 
data. Give each group copies of the data entry sheets (Appendix 2). 

5. Lead a class discussion focused on how land use affects water quality. 
Key issues include: soil erosion, point-source and non-point source 
pollution, bioremediation, traditional Hawaiian land management 
practices and stream channelization. 

Day 2 - Field Trip 
1. At each site along the stream, allow the group assigned to the particular 

testing site to collect stream quality data by filling out the data sheets 
(Appendix 2). 

2. When site tests are completed, return to the classroom to prepare the 
coliform and BOD test tubes for incubation. (See instructions in LaMotte 
water monitoring kit booklet.) 

Day 3 - Completion of Data Collection 
1. When coliform and BOD results are ready, record data onto data sheets. 
2. Properly dispose of coliform and BOD test tubes. 

Assessment: 
Using the data sheets as a guide, lead a class discussion and encourage the 
students to think critically about the following questions: 

1. What would you consider the "most polluted" site? 
2. Justify your response to Question #1 using supportive data such as site 

substrate, riparian vegetation, wildlife seen at site, etc. 
3. What was the "healthiest" site along the stream? 
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4. Justify your response to Question #3 using supportive data such as site 
substrate, riparian vegetation, wildlife seen at site, etc. 

5. List some land uses that you feel are detrimental to water quality in 
Hawai'i. 

6. What kinds of traditional land management practices could be used to 
improve water quality in Hawai'i? 

7. How do 10 'i help prevent soil erosion and nutrient run-off? 

Extension: 
Take pictures at each testing site. Back in the classroom, obtain a large piece of 
paper (butcher paper works well) and tape it to the floor or a long table. Have the 
students (working in groups) draw a map of the stream. Ask them to include 
riparian vegetation and adjacent land use at each site. Photographs and data 
taken at each site could also be applied to the map to show actual changes from 
mountain to sea. Have students research the place names that include water in 
the ahupua'a that the stream runs through. For example, WaikikTmeans 
spouting water. This would indicate that there were once many springs found in 
the area. Have students mark the place name that they researched on the large 
map. 
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Appendix 1: Glossary 

Ahupua 'a - Land division usually extending from the uplands to the sea, so 
called because the boundary was marked by a heap (ahu) of stones surmounted 
by an image of a pig (pua 'a), or because a pig or other tribute was laid on the 
altar as tax to the chief The landlord or owner of an ahupua 'a might be a konohiki 
(Pukui & Elbert, 1986). 

Bioremediation - The use of biological organisms such as plants or microbes to 
aid in removing hazardous substances from an area (US Department of Energy 
Office of Science website, March 29, 2005). 

BOD - The amount of oxygen required by aerobic microorganisms to decompose 
the organic matter in a sample of water, such as that polluted by sewage. It is 
used as a measure of the degree of water pollution. Also called biological oxygen 
demand (Answers.com website, March 29, 2005). 

Coliform - Eschericha coli colon bacillus + E -form (Merriam-Webster, 1990). 

Kupuna - grandparent, ancestor, relative or close friend of the grandparent's 
generation, grandaunt, granduncle (Pukui & Elbert, 1986). 

Lo 'j - Irrigated terrace, especially for taro, but also for rice; paddy (Pukui & 
Elbert, 1986). 

Nonpermeable Surface - A ground-surfacing material that does not allow water 
to seep through; impervious to water 

Non-point source Pollution - Pollution from multiple, dispersed sources that 
generally has a large cumulative impact on water quality. Includes agricultural 
and urban runoff (Water Quality Lecture PDF, March 31,2005). 

Point-source Pollution - Any discernable, confined and discrete conveyance, 
including but not limited to any pipe, ditch, concentrated animal feeding operation 
from which pollutants are or may be discharged. Does not include agricultural 
stormwater discharges and return flow from irrigated agriculture (Water Quality 
Lecture PDF, March 31,2005). 

Riparian Vegetation - Plants growing alongside, or on the banks of a river, 
stream, or lake. Riparian vegetation is important for maintaining water clarity and 
quality by mitigating sediment and nutrient runoff. 

Soil Erosion - The washing away of soil by the flow of water (WordWeb Online, 
March 31,2005). 
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Stream Channelization - To disrupt the natural meandering nature of a stream 
by straightening it. Usually accomplished by paving the stream substrate and 
banks with concrete. Detrimental to water quality because it destroys habitat for 
stream flora and fauna, increases erosion, and the fast moving water raises the 
potential for flooding at end of channel. 

Stream Substrate - Also referred to as "stream bed". The substance or material 
over which the stream flows. 

Traditional Hawaiian d Management Practices - Includes land divisions 
(ahupua 'a) and the resource use practices within them. For example, a 
description taken from Ziegler (2002) states: 

"The konohiki monitored resource status and declared a kapu on taking 
any plants or animals - especially fishes - when the prohibition appeared 
necessary to prevent overutilization. Surplus food and other materials 
could be traded with or given to other ahupua 'a, thus helping ensure 
maximum usage of the totality of resources within a district or entire island 
and minimizing the impact of periodic shortages of essential commodities 
in particular areas." 

Another example of a Traditional Hawaiian Land Management Practice is 
fishponds, collectively known as loko fa. This early form of aquaculture helped to 
protect as well as supplement wild fish breeding stock (Ziegler, 2002). 

Turbidity - The cloudy appearance of water caused by the presence of 
suspended matter. A turbidity measurement is used to indicate the clarity of the 
water. A turbidimeter is an instrument that measures the amount of light that is 
reflected by suspended particles in the sample of water. Turbidity has no health 
effects. However, turbidity can interfere with disinfection and provide a medium 
for microbial growth. Turbidity may indicate the presence of disease-causing 
organisms (Water Definitions website, March 31,2005). 

Water Table - The upper limit of the portion of the ground wholly saturated with 
water (Merriam-Webster, 1990). 
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Appendix 2: Water Testing Data Sheet 

_______________ Water Transect 

Sample Site: Location / Date--:---:-_--:-_----:_:--:-__________ _ 
Flow Conditions (rapid, meandering, stagnant, etc.) ____________ _ 
Approximate Depth at sample site _________________ _ 

Describe Riparian Vegetation (plant species growing along the banks of the water) 

Waterway Substrate (concrete, clay, sand, volcanic rock, etc.} ________ _ 
Known Water Sources Feeding into sample site _____________ _ 
Animals Present (birds, fish, invertebrates, etc.) _____________ _ 

Describe Land Use of Surrounding Area, ________________ _ 
Weather Conditions in the last 24 hours ________________ _ 
Water Sample Temperature Dissolved Oxygen _______ _ 

% Saturation (See chart p.19} ___________ _ 

BOD (after 5 day incubation period): Date Results, ____ _ 
Nitrate pH Phosphates ________ _ 
Water temperature of sample site ____________ _ 
Temperature approximately 1 km upstream _________ _ 

Difference in Temperature _______ _ 
Turbidity ___________ _ 

Presence of coliform bacteria (after 48 hours incubation) Date: ____ _ 
Results: ________ _ 

Rank Test Results: (See chart pp. 32-33) 
DO BOD __________ _ 
coliform pH ___________ _ 
l1 temperature nitrate __________ _ 
phosphate turbidity _________ _ 
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Appendix 3: 'O/e/o no 'eau (selected Hawaiian proverbs) 
(Pukui, 1983, 'Olelo No'eau: Hawaiian Proverbs and Poetical Sayings) 

Mahala i ka wai ka maka 0 ka pua. 
Unfolded by the water are the faces of the flowers. 

'Ina e lepo ke kumu wai, e ha 'ea ana ka lepo i kai. 
If the source of water is dirty, the muddy water will travel on. 

Ke lepo ke kumu wai, e hua'i ana ka lepo i kai. 
When the source of the water is dirty, muddy water will be seen in the lowland. 

Hu 'ea i kai na piha 'a moe wai 0 uka. 
Washed down to the sea are the stones and debris of the upland stream beds. 
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